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ABOUT DR. BRAD POPPIE

Author, educator and successful entrepreneur, Dr. Brad Poppie
understands the challenges facing the modern business owner.
Having founded businesses ranging from healthcare to hotels and
apparel companies, Dr. Poppie knows how easy it can be for a
business owner to take too much on themselves at the sacrifice of
personal freedom.
Through both his personal experience and his in-depth study of
highly successful businesses, Dr. Poppie has formulated an equation
for business success that ensures an entrepreneur’s work/life
balance while not sacrificing success.
Building on his past successful guides, The Poppie Factor and
Creating and Sustaining Unstoppable Business Momentum, Dr.
Poppie takes you on a business growth journey, giving you the
strength, courage, and knowledge to build and grow a successful,
independent business in his new book, The New Intrapreneur.
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DR. BRAD POPPIE // SPEAKER
Dr. Poppie is a renowned serial entrepreneur with a passion not only
for the “game” of business but also for empowering those who want
to take the plunge from traditional employment to being the CEOs
of their lives.
By catering to a vast array of audiences, Dr. Poppie relentlessly
structures his speeches to not only captivate, but to motivate with
take-away points that people can actually implement in their own
lives and business endeavors.
If you’re looking for an engaging speaker for a specific audience,
Dr. Poppie has the ability to customize presentations that are
tailored and he can fulfill any need within your organization.
TOPICS INCLUDE:
• Essential elements for business success
• Sustaining and maintaining key talent
• Refining your brand to boost profitability
• New management techniques like intrapreneurialism and
participative management
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DR. BRAD POPPIE // THE AUTHOR
The Poppie Factor trilogy is designed to guide anyone within the business world ranging from the
dreaming entrepreneur to corporate upper management. From his 30+ years of business experience,
Dr. Brad Poppie shares his blueprint for starting a successful business, growing and sustaining
business momentum, and building a strong team that will carry your business forward.

The books are available in paperback, Amazon’s Kindle and
Audible.
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DR. BRAD POPPIE // ENTREPRENEUR
Originating in 2000, Physical Rehabilitation Specialists has become the
most respected personal injury rehabilitation group specializing in the
treatment of orthopedic pathology with expert level documentation,
testimony, and Functional Capacity Evaluations. Our doctors of physical
therapy specialize in providing care for patients involved in motor vehicle
accidents, slip and fall injuries, and workers comp cases. dents, slip and
fall injuries, and workers comp cases.
The vision at Bradley Allen is to transform the way that bodybuilders and
muscular men wear their clothing. Rather than settling for baggy shirts or
expensive tailoring, we foresee a world where every man has a quality, readyto-wear, dress shirt that he feels great in no matter how big his biceps are.
With innovations including pants and other vital dress apparel items in the
works, Bradley Allen is becoming the authority in fitness dress apparel.

With an industry that is filled with hoops for business writers to jump
through, Dr. Poppie created this company to simplify that process and
make publishing a more entrepreneurial-friendly process.
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DR. BRAD POPPIE // SPEAKER
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BOOKING INFORMATION
For more detailed information about Dr. Poppie’s presentation topics, or to request rates for your
next event, please contact us.
Frankie Cervantes
Tel. +1.720.515.9168
info@franklycommunications.com
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